
Annex 2 

 
Guidelines for Preparation of Demonstration USB and Checking Equipment  

for the Broadcast of Listening Components of Language Subjects (SEN Centres) 
 

(1) The listening materials of the Chinese Language Paper 3 and English Language Paper 3 examinations will 

continue to be broadcast via USB in SEN centres.  Home-centre schools are required to equip themselves 

with the playing device (i.e. USB player or computer with sound output) plus a spare set for contingency 

use, and to ensure the normal functioning of all the devices prior to the examination(s).  Schools may try 

out connecting the USB player or computer to external/classroom speakers (if applicable) for a better 

sound level.   

 

(2) The minimum system requirements of the computer for the broadcast of listening materials are given below: 

Operating System : Windows 8 (either 32-bit or 64-bit) or higher 

Processor : 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 

RAM : 1 gigabyte (GB) (32-bit) or 2 GB (64-bit) or higher 

HDD Space : 16 GB (32-bit) or 20 GB (64-bit) 

Software : Windows Media Player 12 or higher 

 

(3) Starting from the 2023 HKDSE, the HKEAA will only provide one Demonstration USB to each SEN 

centre school for contingency use on the examination days.  Home-centre schools should follow the steps 

below to prepare sufficient number of Demonstration USB or save the demonstration audio files in the 

computer to be used in the examination: 

A. Download the sample listening materials from the HKEAA website 

(http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/tc/Candidates/special_needs_candidates/hkdse.html) 

B. Unzip the downloaded files (Cantonese, Putonghua and English versions saved in a zip file) 

 
C. Copy the appropriate language version of audio files to an empty USB drive or save them in the 

computer to be used in the public examination. 

 

Attention:  
- Schools are required to copy all the 3 audio files to an empty USB or the computer for the purpose 

of checking equipment. 

- The Centre Supervisors of Home Centres should play the same language version of 

demonstration audio files according to the language version examined in the examination 

room/hall in the examination. 

 

(4) Home-centre schools must check the functions of the playing devices prior to the examination.  The 

procedures for checking are outlined below: 

 

Using an USB player to play the examination material: 

A. Switch on the USB player (switch to USB mode, if applicable) 

B. Plug the Demonstration USB to the USB player 

C. Check if each audio file is still playing normally at the following timeframe:  

 First 10 seconds 

 10 seconds at the middle of audio track  

 Last 10 seconds 

D. Check if audio files can be played in order one by one in the following sequence:  

1. DEMO-DSE-CHI-PTH v1  

2. DEMO DSE CANTONESE v1  

3. DEMO-DSE-ENG 

 

Using a computer to play the examination material: 

A. Switch on the speakers  

B. Plug the Demonstration USB to the computer 

http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/tc/Candidates/special_needs_candidates/hkdse.html


C. Login the windows and open the ‘Window Media Player’  software 

D. Select and move all the audio files from the USB drive to the playlist in an alphabetical order 

E. Start to play the first audio file 

F. Adjust the sound volume to an acceptable level 

G. Check if each audio file is still playing normally at the following timeframe:  

 First 10 seconds

 10 seconds at the middle of audio track

 Last 10 seconds

H. Check if the audio files can be played in an alphabetical order one by one automatically 


